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b. These characteristics can be a priori unknown or known only partly, signal-to-noise ratio can considerably vary from one to another component image (Kerekes & Baum, 2003) and even from one to another data cube of multichannel data obtained for different imaging missions; c. Although there are numerous books and papers devoted to image filter design and performance analysis (Plataniotis &Venetsanopoulos, 2000; Elad, 2010) , they mainly deal with grayscale and color image processing; there are certain similarities between multichannel image filtering and color image denoising but the former case is sufficiently more complicated; d. Recently, several papers describing possible approaches to multichannel image filtering have appeared (De Backer et al., 2008; Amato et al., 2009; Benedetto et al., 2010; Renard et al., 2006; Chen & Qian, 2011; Demir et al., 2011 , Pizurica & Philips, 2006 Renard et al., 2008) ; a positive feature of some of these papers is that they study efficiency of denoising together with classification accuracy; this seems to be a correct approach since classification (in wide sense) is the final goal of multichannel RS data exploitation and filtering is only a pre-requisite for better classification; there are two main drawbacks of these papers: noise is either simulated and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is usually considered as a model, or aforementioned peculiarities of noise in real-life images are not taken into account; e. Though efficiency of filtering and classification are to be studied together, there is no well established correlation between quantitative criteria commonly used in filtering (and lossy compression) as mean square error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and some others and criteria of classification accuracy as probability of correct classification (PCC), misclassification matrix, anomaly detection probability and others (Christophe et al., 2005) ; f. One problem in studying classification accuracy is availability of numerous classifiers currently applied to multichannel images as neural network (NN) ones (Plaza et al., 2008) , Support Vector Machines (SVM) and their modifications (Demir et al., 2011) , different statistical and clustering tools (Jeon & Landgrebe, 1999) , Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) (Renard et al., 2008) , etc.; g. It is quite difficult to establish what classifier is the best with application to multichannel RS data because classifier performance depends upon many factors as methodology of learning, parameters (as number of layers and neurons in them for NN), number of classes and features' separability, etc.; it seems that many researchers are simply exploiting one or two classifiers that are either available as ready computer tools or for which the users have certain experience; h. Dimensionality reduction, especially for hyperspectral data, is often used to simplify classification, to accelerate learning, to avoid dealing with spectral bands for which signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) are quite low (Chen & Qian, 2011) due to atmospheric effects; to exploit only data from those sub-bands that are the most informative for solving a given particular task (Popov et al.., 2011) ; however, it is not clear how to perform dimensionality reduction in an optimal manner and how filtering influences dimensionality reduction; i. Test multichannel images for which it could be possible to analyze efficiency of filtering and accuracy of classification are absent; because of this, people either add noise of quite high level to real-life data (that seem practically noise free) artificially or characterize efficiency of denoising by the "final result", i.e. by increasing the PCC (Chen & Qian, 2011) .
It follows from the aforesaid that it is impossible to take into account all factors mentioned above. Thus, it seems reasonable to concentrate on considering several particular aspects. Therefore, within this Chapter we concentrate on analyzing multichannel data information component and noise characteristics first. To our opinion, this is needed for better understanding of what are peculiarities of requirements to filtering and what approaches to denoising can be applied. All these questions are thoroughly discussed in Section 2 with taking into account recent advances in theory and practice of image filtering. Besides, we briefly consider some aspects of classifier training in Section 3. Section 4 deals with analysis of classification results for three-channel data created on basis of Landsat images with artificially added noise. Throughout the Chapter, we present examples from real-life RS images of different origin to provide generality of analysis and conclusions.
One can expect that more efficient filtering leads to better classification. This expectation is, in general, correct. However, considering image filtering, one should always keep in mind that alongside with noise removal (which is a positive effect) any filter produces distortions and artefacts (negative effects) that influence RS data classification as well. Because of this, filtering, to be reasonable for applying, has to provide more positive effects than negative ones from the viewpoint of solving a final task, RS data classification in the considered case.
Approaches to multichannel image filtering 2.1 Information content and noise characteristics
Speaking very simply, benefits of multichannel remote sensing compared to single-channel mode are due to the following reasons. First, availability of multichannel (especially hyperspectral) data allows solving many particular tasks since while for one particular task one subset of sub-band data is "optimal", another subset is "optimal" for solving another task. Thus, multichannel remote sensing is multi-purpose allowing different users to be satisfied with employing data collected one time for a given territory. Second, useful information is often extracted by exploiting certain similarity of information content in component images and practical independence of noise in these components. Thus, efficient SNR increases due to forming and processing more sub-band images.
Really, correlation of information content in multichannel RS data is usually high. 

The obtained plot for AVIRIS data is presented in Fig. 1 . It is seen that for most neighbour sub-bands the values of 1 kk R  are close to unity confirming high correlation (very similar content) of these images. There are such k for which 1 kk R  considerably differs from unity. In particular, this happens for several first sub-bands, several last sub-bands, sub-bands with k about 110 and 160. The main reason for this is the presence of noise. To prove this, let us present data from the papers (Ponomarenko et al., 2006) and (Lukin et al., 2010b There is also relation between mod () PSNR k and SNR for sub-band images analyzed in Ref. (Curran & Dungan, 1989) . In this sense, one important peculiarity of multichannel (especially, hyperspectral) data is to be stressed. Dynamic range of the data in sub-band images characterized by max min () () Ik Ik  (maximal and minimal values for a given k-th subband) varies a lot. Note that to avoid problems with hot pixels and outliers in data, it is also possible to characterize dynamic range by 99% Fig. 3 . It follows from its analysis that a general tendency is decreasing of () rob Dk when k (and wavelength) increases with having sharp jumps down for sub-bands where atmospheric absorption and other physical effects take place. Though both mod () PSNR k and SNR can characterize noise influence (intensity) in images, we prefer to analyze mod () PSNR k and PSNR below as parameters more commonly used in practice of filter efficiency analysis. Strictly saying, mod () from traditional PSNR, but for images without outliers this difference is not large and the tendencies observed for PSNR take place for mod () PSNR k as well.
Noise characteristics in multichannel image channels can be rather different as well. The situation when noise type is different happens very seldom (this is possible if, e.g., optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data are fused (Gungor & Shan, 2006) where additive noise model is typical for optical data and multiplicative noise is natural for radar ones). The same type of noise present in all component images is the case met much more often. However, noise type can be not simple and noise characteristics (e.g., variance) can change in rather wide limits. Let us give one example. The estimated standard deviation (STD) of additive noise for all sub-band images is presented in Fig. 4 . As it is seen, the estimates vary a lot. Even though these are estimates with a limited accuracy, the observed variations clearly demonstrate that noise statistics is not constant.
A more thorough analysis shows that noise is not purely additive but signal dependent even for data provided by such old hyperspectral sensors as AVIRIS. Sufficient variations of signal dependent noise parameters from one band to another are observed. Recent studies (Barducci et al., 2005 , Alparone et al., 2006 images can provide a certain degree of noise removal, they are surely not optimal for the considered task.
Consider one more example. Figure 5 presents two components of dual-polarisation (HH and VV) 512x512 pixel fragment SAR image of Indonesia formed by TerraSAR-X spaceborne system (http://www.infoterra.de/tsx/freedata/start.php). Amplitude images are formed from complex-valued data offered at this site. As it is seen, the HH and VV images are similar to each other although both are corrupted by fully developed speckle and there are some differences in intensity of backscattering for specific small sized objects placed on water surface (left part of images, dark pixels). The value of cross-correlation factor (1) is equal to 0.63, i.e. it is quite small. Both images have been separately denoised by the DCTbased filter adapted to multiplicative nature of noise (with the same characteristics for both images) and spatial correlation of speckle (Ponomarenko et al., 2008a) . The filtered images are represented in Fig. 6 where it is seen that speckle has been effectively suppressed.
Filtering has considerably increased inter-channel correlation, it is equal to 0.85 for denoised images. This indirectly confirms that low values of inter-channel correlation factor in original RS data can be due to noise. The given example for dual polarization SAR data is also typical in the sense that noise in component images can be not additive (speckle is pure multiplicative) and not Gaussian (it has Rayleigh distribution for the considered amplitude single look SAR images). For the presented example of HH and VV polarization images statistical and spatial correlation characteristics of speckle are practically identical in both component images, but it is not always the case for multichannel radar images.
HH VV
The presented results clearly demonstrate that noise in multichannel RS images can be signal-dependent where its variance (and sometimes even PDF) depends upon information signal (image). Noise statistics can also vary from one sub-band image to another. These peculiarities have to be taken into account in multichannel image simulation, filter and classifier design and performance analysis.
Component-wise and vector filtering
If one deals with 3D data as multichannel RS images, an idea comes immediately that filtering can be carried out either component-wise or in a vector (3D) manner. This was understood more than 20 years ago when researchers and engineers ran into necessity to process colour RGB images (Astola et al.,1990) . Whilst for colour images there are actually only these two ways, for multichannel images there is also a compromise variant of processing not entire 3D volume of data but also certain groups (sets) of channels (subbands) . As analogue of this situation, we can refer to filtering of video where a set of subsequent frames can be used for denoising . There is also possibility to apply denoising only to some but not all component images. In this sense, it is worth mentioning the paper (Philips et al., 2009) . It is demonstrated there that prefiltering of some sub-band images can make them useful for improving hyperspectral data classification carried out using reduced sets of the most informative channels. However, the proposed solution to apply the median filter with scanning windows of different size component-wise is, to our opinion, not the best choice.
Thus, there are quite many opportunities and each way has its own advantages and drawbacks. Keeping in mind the peculiarities of image and noise discussed above, let us start from the simplest case of component-wise filtering. It is clear that more efficient filtering leads, in general, to better classification (although strict relationships between conventional quantitative criteria characterizing filtering efficiency and classifier performance are not established yet). Therefore, let us revisit recent achievements and advances in theory and practice of grayscale image filtering and analyze in what degree they can be useful for hyperspectral image denoising.
Recall that the case of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) present in images has been studied most often. Recently, the theoretical limits of denoising efficiency in terms of output mean square error (MSE) within non-local filtering approach have been obtained (Chatterjee & Milanfar, 2010 , Fevralev et al., 2011 ). This means that filtering becomes practically inefficient in the sense that positive effect of noise removal is almost "compensated" by negative effect of distortion introducing inherent for any denoising method in less or larger degree. With application to hyperspectral data filtering, this leads to the aforementioned idea that not all component images are to be filtered. The preliminary conclusion then is that sub-band images with rather high SNR are to be kept untouched whilst other ones can be denoised. A question is then what can be (automatic) rules for deciding what sub-band images to denoise and what to remain unfiltered? Unfortunately, such rules and automatic procedures are not proposed and tested yet. As preliminary considerations, we can state only that if input PSNR is larger than 35 dB, then it is hard to provide PSNR improvement due to filtering by more than 2...3 dB. Moreover, for input PSNR>35 dB, AWGN in original images is almost not seen (it can be observed only in homogeneous image regions with rather small mean intensity). Because of this, denoised and original component images might seem almost identical (Fevralev et al., 2011) . Then it comes a question is it worth carrying out denoising for such component images with rather large input PSNR in the sense of filtering positive impact on classification accuracy. We will turn back to this question later in Section 4.
The second important conclusion that comes from the analysis in (Chatterjee & Milanfar, 2010) is that the best performance for grayscale image filtering is currently provided by the methods that belong to the non-local denoising group (Elad, 2010; Foi et al., 2007; Kervrann & Boulanger, 2008) . The best orthogonal transform based methods are comparable to nonlocal ones in efficiency, especially if processed images are not too simple . Let us see how efficient these methods can be with application to component-wise processing of multichannel RS data.
Although noise is mostly signal-dependent in component images of hyperspectral data, there are certain sub-bands where dynamic range is quite small and additive noise component is dominant or comparable to signal-dependent one Lukin et al., 2011b) . One such image (sub-band 221 of the AVIRIS data set Cuprite) is presented in Fig. 7 ,a.
Noise is clearly seen in this image and the estimated variance of additive noise component is about 30. The output image for the BM3D filter which is currently the best among non-local denoisers is given in Fig. 7,b . Noise is suppressed and all details and edges are preserved well. However, applying the non-local filters becomes problematic if noise does not fit the (dominant) AWGN model considered above. There are several problems and few known ways out. The first problem is that the non-local denoising methods are mostly designed for removal of AWGN. Recall that these methods are based on searching for similar patches in a given image. The search becomes much more complicated if noise is not additive and, especially, if noise is spatially correlated. One way out is to apply a properly selected homomorphic variance-stabilizing transform to convert a signal dependent noise to pure additive and then to use non-local filtering (Mäkitalo et al., 2010) . This is possible for certain types of signal-dependent noise (Deledalle et al., 2011 , see also www.cs.tut.fi/~foi/optvst). Thus, the considered processing procedure becomes applicable under condition that the noise in an image is of known type, its characteristics are known or properly (accurately) pre-estimated and there exists the corresponding pair of homomorphic transforms. Examples of signal dependent noise types for which such transforms exist are pure multiplicative noise (direct transform is of logarithmic type), Poisson noise (Anscombe transform), Poisson and pure additive noise (generalized Poisson transform) and other ones.
Let us demonstrate applicability of the three-stage filtering procedure (direct homomorphic transform -non-local denoising -inverse homomorphic transform) for noise removal in SAR images corrupted by pure multiplicative noise (speckle). The output of this procedure exploited for processing the single-look SAR image in Fig. 5 (HH) is represented in Fig. 8,a . Details and edges are preserved well and speckle is sufficiently suppressed.
(a ) (b) Fig. 8 . The HH SAR image after denoising by the three-stage procedure (a) and vector DCTbased filtering (b)
The second problem is that similar patch search becomes problematic for spatially correlated noise. For correlated noise, similarity of patches can be due to similarity of noise realizations but not due to similarity of information content. Then, noise reduction ability of non-local denoising methods decreases and artefacts can appear. The problem of searching similar blocks (8x8 pixel patches) has been considered . But the proposed method has been applied to blind estimation of noise spatial spectrum in DCT domain, not to image filtering within non-local framework. The obtained estimates of the DCT spatial spectrum have been then used to improve performance of the DCT based filter (Ponomarenko2008). Note that adaptation to spatial spectrum of noise in image filtering leads to sufficient improvement of output image quality according to both conventional criteria and visual quality metrics .
Finally, the third problem deals with accurate estimation of signal-dependent noise statistical characteristics (Zabrodina et al., 2011) . Even assuming a proper variance stabilizing transform exists as, e.g., generalized Anscombe transform (Murtag et al, 1995) for mixed Poisson-like and additive noise, parameters of transform are to be adjusted to mixed noise statistics. Then, if statistical characteristics of mixed noise are estimated not accurately, variance stabilization is not perfect and this leads to reduction of filtering efficiency. Note that blind estimation of mixed noise parameters is not able nowadays to provide quite accurate estimation of parameters for all images and all possible sets of mixed noise parameters (Zabrodina et al., 2011) . Besides, non-local filtering methods are usually not fast enough since search for similar patches requires intensive computations.
As an alternative solution to three-stage procedures that employ non-local filtering, it is possible to advice using locally adaptive DCT-based filtering . Under condition of a priori known or accurately pre-estimated dependence of signal dependent noise variance on local mean 2 () tr sd f I  
, it is easy to adapt local thresholds for hard thresholding of DCT coefficients in each nm-th block as 
where k and l are frequency indices in DCT domain.
One more option is to apply the modified sigma filter where the neighbourhood for a current ij-th pixel is formed as min max (,) (,) ((,) ) , 
where sig  is the parameter commonly set equal to 2 (Lee, 1980) and averaging of all image values for ij-th scanning window position that belong to the interval defined by (5) is carried out. This algorithm is very simple but not as efficient as the DCT-based filtering in the same conditions (Tsymbal et al., 2005) . Moreover, the sigma filter can be in no way adapted to spatially correlated noise.
Finally, if there is no information on 2 () tr sd f I  
and (,)
norm Wk l , it is possible to use an adaptive DCT-based filter version designed for removing non-stationary noise (Lukin et al., 2010a) . However, for efficient filtering, it is worth exploiting all information on noise characteristics that is either available or can be retrieved from a given image.
Let us come now to considering possible approaches to vector filtering of multichannel RS data. Again, let us start from theory and recent achievements. First of all, it has been recently shown theoretically that potential output MSE for vector (3D) processing is considerably better (smaller) than for component-wise filtering of color RGB images , by 1.6…2.2 times. This is due to exploiting inherent inter-channel correlation of signal components. Then, if a larger number of channel data are processed together and interchannel correlation factor is larger than for RGB color images (where it is about 0.8), one can expect even better efficiency of 3D filtering.
Similar effects but concerning practical output MSEs have been demonstrated for 3D DCT based filter (Ponomarenko et al., 2008b) and vector modified sigma filter (Kurekin et al., 1999; Lukin et al., 2006; Zelensky et al., 2002) applied to color and multichannel RS images. It is shown in these papers that vector processing provides sufficient benefit in filtering efficiency (up to 2 dB) for the cases of three-channel image processing with similar noise intensities in component images. This, in turn, improves classification of multichannel RS data , Zelensky et al., 2002 .
However, there are specific effects that might happen if 3D filtering is applied without careful taking into account noise characteristics in component images (and the corresponding pre-processing). For the vector sigma filter, the 3D neighborhood can be formed according to (5) for any a priori known dependences f(.) that can be individual for each component image. This is one advantage of this filter that, in fact, requires no preprocessing operations as, e.g., homomorphic transformations. Another advantage is that if noise is of different intensity in component images processed together, then the vector sigma filter considerably improves the quality of the component image(s) with the smallest SNR. A drawback is that filtering for other components is not so efficient. The aforementioned property can be useful for hyperspectral data for which it seems possible to enhance component images with low SNR by proper selection of other component images (with high SNR) to be processed jointly (in the vector manner). However, this idea needs solid verification in future.
For the 3D DCT-based filtering, two practical situations have been considered. The first one is AWGN with equal variances in all components (Fevralev et al., 2011) . Channel decorrelation and processing in fully overlapping 8x8 blocks is applied. This approach provides 1…2 dB improvement compared to component-wise DCT-based processing of color images according to output PSNR and the visual quality metric PSNR-HVS-M . The second situation is different types of noise and/or different variances of noise in component images to be processed together. Then noise type has to be converted to additive by the corresponding variance stabilizing transforms and images are to be normalized (stretched) to have equal variances. After this, the 3D DCT based filter is to be applied. Otherwise, e.g., if noise variances are not the same, oversmoothing can be observed for component images with smaller variance values whilst undersmoothing can take place for components with larger variances. To illustrate performance of this method, we have applied it to dual-polarization SAR image composed of images presented in Fig. 5 Fig. 8,b . Speckle is suppressed even better than in the image in Fig 8,a and edge/detail preservation is good as well.
Note that vector filtering of multichannel images can be useful not only for more efficient denoising, but also for decreasing residual errors of image co-registration (Kurekin1997). Its application results in less misclassifications in the neighborhoods of sharp edges.
As it is seen, the DCT-based filtering methods use the parameter  that, in general, can be varied. Analysis of the influence of this parameter on filtering efficiency for the threechannel LandSat image visualized in RGB in Fig. 9 has been carried out in . Similar analysis, but for standard grayscale images, has been performed in . It has been established that an optimal value of  that provides maximal efficiency of denoising according to a given quantitative criteria depends upon a filtered image, noise intensity (variance for AWGN case), thresholding type, and a metric used. In particular, for hard thresholding which is the most popular and rather efficient, optimal  is usually slightly larger than 2.6 if an image is quite simple, noise is intensive and output PSNR or MSE are used as criteria ( PSNR opt  
Classifiers and their training
In this Section, we would like to avoid a thorough discussion on possible classification approaches with application to multichannel RS images. An interested reader is addressed to (Berge & Solberg, 2004) , (Melgani & Bruzzone, 2004) , (Ainsworth et al., 2007) , etc. General observations of modern tendencies for hyperspectral images are the following. Although there are quite many different classifiers (see Introduction), neural network, support vector machine and SAM are, probably, the most popular ones. One reason for using NN and SVM classifiers is their ability to better cope with non-gaussianity of features. Dimensionality reduction (there are numerous methods) is usually carried out without loss in classification accuracy but with making the classification task simpler.
Classifier performance depends upon many factors as number of classes, their separability in feature space, classifier type and parameters, a methodology of training used and a training sample size, etc. If training is done in supervised manner (which is more popular for classification application), training data set should contain, at least, hundreds of feature vectors and classification is then carried out for other pixels (in fact, voxels or feature vectors obtained for them). Validation is usually performed for thousands of voxels. Pixel-by-pixel classification is usually performed, being quite complex even in this case, although some advanced techniques exploit also texture features (Rellier et al., 2004) . There is also an opportunity to post-process preliminary classification data in order to partly remove misclassifications (Yli-Harja & Shmulevich, 1999) .
The situation in classification of multichannel radar imagery is another due to considerably smaller number of channels (Ferro-Famil & Pottier, 2001 , Alberga et al., 2008 . There is no problem with dimensionality reduction. Instead, the problem is with establishing and exploiting sets of the most informative and noise-immune features derived from the obtained images. One reason is that there are many different representations of polarimetric information where features can be not independent, being retrieved from the same original data. Another reason is intensive speckle inherent for radar imagery where SARs able to provide appropriate resolution are mostly used nowadays.
To sufficiently narrow an area of our study, we have restricted ourselves by considering the three-channel Landsat image (Fig. 9a ) composed of visible band images that relate to central wavelengths 0.66 μm, 0.56 μm, and 0.49 μm associated with R, G, and B components of the obtained "color" image, respectively. Only the AWGN case has been analyzed where noise with predetermined variance was artificially added to each component independently. Radial basis function (RBF) NN and SVM classifiers have been applied. According to the recommendations given above, training has been done for several fragments for each class shown by the corresponding colors in Fig. 10b . The numbers of training samples was 1617, 1369, 375, 191 and 722 for the classes "Soil", "Grass", "Water", "Urban" (Roads and Buildings), and "Bushes", respectively. Classification has been applied to all image pixels although validation has been performed only for pixels that belong to areas marked by five colors in Fig. 10a .
(a) (b)
Image classes: -grass, -water, -roads and buildings, -bushes, -soil Pixel-by-pixel classification has been used without exploiting any textural features since these features can be influenced by noise and filtering. The training dataset has been formed from noise-free samples of the original test image represented in Fig. 9 ,a, to alleviate these impairments degrading the training results and to make simpler the analysis of image classification accuracy in the presence of noise and distortions introduced by denoising. Thus, in fact, for every image pixel the feature vector has been formed as   ,, Details concerning training the considered classifiers can be found in .
Here we would like to mention only the following. We have used the RBF NN with one hidden layer of nonlinear elements with a Gaussian activation function (Bose & Liang, 1996) and an output layer with linear elements. The element number in the output layer equals to the number of classes (five) where every element is associated with the particular class of the sensed terrain. The classifier presumes making a hard decision that is performed by selecting the element of the output layer having the maximum output value. The RBF NN unknown parameters have been obtained by the cascade-correlation algorithm that starts with one hidden unit and iteratively adds new hidden units to reduce (minimize) the total residual error. The error function has exploited weights to provide equal contributions from every image class for different numbers of class learning samples.
The considered SVM classifier employs nonlinear kernel functions in order to transform a feature vector into a new feature vector in a higher dimension space where linear classification is performed (Schölkopf et al., 1999) . The SVM training has been based on quadratic programming, which guarantees reaching a global minimum of the classifier error function (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000) . For the considered classification task, we have applied a Radial Basis kernel function of the same form as the activation function of the RBF NN hidden layer units. To solve multi-class problem using the SVM classifier we have applied one-against-one classification strategy. It divides the multi-class problem into S(S-1)/2 separate binary classification tasks for all possible pair combinations of S classes. A majority voting rule has been then applied at the final stage to find the resulting class.
The overall probability of correct classification reached for noise-free image is 0.906 for the RBF NN and 0.915 for the SVM classifiers, respectively. The reasons of the observed misclassifications are that the considered classes are not separable as we exploited only three simple features (intensities in channel images). The largest misclassification probabilities have been observed for the classes "Soil" and "Urban", "Soil" and "Bushes". This is not surprising since these classes are quite heterogeneous and have similar "colors" in the composed three-channel image (see Fig. 9 ,a).
Filtering and classification results and examples
Concerning Landsat data classification, let us start with considering overall probabilities of correct classification P cc . The obtained results are presented in Table 1 for three values of AWGN variance, namely, 100, 49, and 16 (note that only two values, 100 and 49, have been analyzed in the earlier paper . As it follows from analysis of data in Table 1 , any considered method of pre-filtering noisy images has positive effect on classification irrespectively to a classifier used. As it could be expected, the largest positive effect associated with considerable increase of P cc is observed if noise is intensive (see data for σ 2 =100 compared to "Noisy"). If noise variance is small (σ 2 =16), there is still improvement of image quality after filtering. Output PSNR becomes 42.4 dB after component-wise denoising and 43.0 after 3D DCT-based filtering. This improvement in terms of PSNR leads to increase of P cc although it is not large. Probability of correct classification has sufficiently increased for classes 1 (Soil), 2 (Grass), and 5 (Bushes).
Note that for filtered image P cc is practically the same as for classification of noise-free data. with larger  which is expedient for, at least, two classes met in the studied Landsat image (namely, for "homogeneous" classes "Water" and "Grass" that occupy about half of pixels in validation set, see Fig. 10b ). Data analysis also allows concluding that more efficient filtering provided by the 3D filtering compared to component-wise processing leads to sufficient increase in P cc especially for intensive noise case and SVM classifier. This shows that if filtering is more efficient in terms of conventional metrics, then, most probably, it is more expedient in terms of classification. All these conclusions are consistent for both classifiers. Although the results are slightly better for the RBF NN if noise is intensive, P cc values are almost the same for non-intensive noise.
We have also analyzed the influence of filtering efficiency on classification accuracy for particular classes. Only hard thresholding has been considered (the results for combined thresholding are given in and they are quite close to the data for hard thresholding For the first class "Soil", a clear tendency is observed: more efficient the filtering, larger the probability of correct classification P corr1 . The same holds for "homogeneous" classes "Grass" (analyze P corr2 ) and "Water" (see data for P corr3 ), the attained probabilities for these classes are high and approach unity for filtered images. The dependences for the class "Bushes" (see P corr5 ) are similar to the dependences for the class "Soil". P corr5 increases if more efficient filtering is applied but not essentially. Quite many misclassifications remain due to "heterogeneity" of the classes "Soil" and "Bushes" (see discussion above).
Finally, specific results are observed for the class "Urban" (see data for P corr4 ). The pixels that belong to this class are not classified well in noisy images, especially by the SVM classifier. Filtering, especially 3D processing that possesses the best edge/detail preservation, slightly improves the values of P corr4 . There is practically no difference in data for the cases Filtered 2.1 and Filtered 2.5.
Thus, we can conclude that a filter ability to preserve edges and details is of prime importance for such "heterogeneous" classes. It can be also expected that the use of texture features for such classes can improve probability of their correct classification. Note that, for other classes, image pre-filtering also indirectly incorporates spatial information to classification by taking into account neighbouring pixel values at denoising stage to "correct" a given pixel value.
Let us now present examples of classification. Fig. 11 ,a, and 11,b illustrate classification results for noisy images (σ 2 =100) for both classifiers. There are quite many pixel-wise misclassifications due to influence of noise, especially for the SVM classifier. Even the water surface is classified with misclassifications. In turn, Figures 11,c Let us give one more example for multichannel radar imaging. Fig. 12 ,a shows a threechannel radar image (in monochrome representation composed of HH Ka-band, VV Kaband, and HH X-band SLAR images. The result of its component-wise processing by the modified sigma filter is presented in Fig. 12,b . Noise is suppressed but the edges are smeared due to residual errors of image co-registration and low contrasts of edges.
Considerably better edge/detail preservation is provided by the vector filter (Kurekin et al., 1997) that, in fact, sharpens edges if their misalignment in component images is detected (see Fig. 12,c) . Finally, the result of bare soil areas detection (pixels are shown by white) by trained RBF NN applied to filtered data is depicted in Fig. 12,d . Since we had topology map for this region, probability of correct detection has been calculated and it was over 0.93. Classification results from original co-registered images were considerably less accurate. 
Conclusions
It is demonstrated that in most modern applications of multichannel RS noise characteristics deviate from conventional assumption to be additive and i.i.d. Thus, filtering techniques are to be adapted to more sophisticated real-life models. This especially relates to multichannel radar imaging for which it is possible to gain considerably higher efficiency of denoising by taking into account spatial correlation of noise and sufficient correlation of information in component images. New approaches that take into account aforementioned properties are proposed and tested for real life data. It is also shown that filtering is expedient for RS images contaminated by considerably less intensive noise than in radar imaging. Even if noise is practically not seen (noticeable by visual inspection) in original images, its removal by efficient filters can lead to increase of data classification accuracy.
